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VIBRATION PSD O F  LAUNCH AND MAX Q FLIGHT DATA 
SECTION 2 
i 
TC- 1 LAUNCH WITH VIKING DYNAVIC SIMULATOR (VDS) 
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Table 2.4 TC-4 & 3 to  TC- 1 
Time of Flight  Events 
F igu re s  
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2.2a - 2.13b P r e  Ignition Data 
2. 14a - 2.21 Stage 0 Ignition : 0 -2 Sec. 
2.22a - 2.29 Stage 0 Ignition : 2-4 Sec. 
2.30a - 2.37 Stage 0 Ignition : 4-6 Sec. 
2.38a - 2 . 4 7 ~  Stage 0 Ignition : 0-5 Sec. 
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2.56a - 2.63b Max Q T t 4 4  - Tt46  







Description of Contents - Section 2 - TC-1 Data 
Thio appendix presents PSD analyses of the parameters listed below. The 
I objective of the analysis was to have data directly comparable to Viking 
flight data from TC-4 and TC-3. For this reason the data i s  presented 
in Viking nomenclature. The TC-1 FMIFM 'telemetry list  i s  shown in 
Table 2.2. The corresponding measurement nomenclature between TC-1 
and TC-4 & # i s  shown in Table 2.3. There will be frequency content 
differences in the comparison, f irst  because the type of vibration sensors 
used were different and second becacse the IRIG VCO assignments were 
different. The Viking vibration sensors were all Endevco crystal sensors. 
The TC-1 used servo accelerometers with the exception of CY2010 which 
was a crystal vibration sensor. 
A s  in all  Viking data analyses two digitization rates were used: for TC-1 
1024 & 8192 SPS were used; for TC-4 and 3,1024 and 4096 SPS were used. 
The higher rates were used to extract a s  much high frequency data.as 
possible. Double standard IRIG filters (constant displacement) were used 
for the same reason. The change from 8192 to 4096 SPS was made in the 
interest of simplifying the data processing. 
A special set  of matched filters were used in all  cases with the 1024 SPS 
data (see Table 2.2). This filter set limited the phase e r ror  to less  than one 
degree for frequencies below 40 Hz between IRIG channels 9 through 18. 
The objective was to be able to read phase relationship between the 
measurements in this frequency range when the major structural loads 
would occur. 















Vibration measurements on the Viking Orbiter 
Bus; CY 1830 is  transverse, all  others a r e  
longitudinal. 
Strain gage measurements, one on each of the six 
members of the Viking Lander Capsule Adapter 
(VLCA) 
Acceleration of the Viking Lander Capsule (VLC) c. g. obtained 
through transformation of VLCA strain data assuming rigid 
VLC (Strain data is phase correlated to 40 Hz) 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































! Table 2.2 M S  MEASUREMENT LIST CENTAUR F M / F M  92 22 1 5 . 5  MHz 
% 
10.00 g'r I -  
Accelerometer 1 








Accelerometer 180 i 162 
20.00 g'r 160 f - 
27192 lbr 1 I - 
27 157 lbr 14 0 - I 








I A. Fi l te r  se t  used with 1024 sps  digitization rate. Dedign for minimum 
phase e r r o r  (below 40 Hz) between channels 9 through 18. 
B. ~ i l t e r  sa t  used with 8192 s p s  digitization = double standard IRIG 
, . 
TABLE 2 . 3  MEASUREMENTS CORRESPONDENCE 






























- V I K I N G  T R A N S I T I O N  
ADAPTER ( V I A )  
* 
Figure 2 . 1  Viking Dynamic Simulator Instrumentation 
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